Morning fog
with increasing
cloudiness in
the afternoon.
Highs in the 60s.
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We are doomed
to repeat
failure with
Prop. 187.

Spartan hockey
looks forward
to a winning
season.
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Superior Court judge issues 60-day
injunction against demoliton order
By Joanne Griffith Domingue
wnter

Scheller house seems to have
as many lives as the cats who
live in the building.
Santa Clara County Superior
Court Judge Jeremy Fogel granted a 60-day injunction against
demolishing the historic structure on San Carlos and Fifth
streets at a hearing held in the
house Thursday.
San Jose State University officials want the house removed so
the land can be used for a future
science building. The San Jose
Preservation Action Council
hopes to save the house, either
on site or at another location.

By Makonnen Gebrehiwot
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

"I think there’s still an opportunity to save it (Scheller house),"
Fogel said. "But the chance to
save Scheller house is to move
it."
Fogel directed the Preservation Action Council to use all
their best efforts in the next 60
days, with government and agencies, to relocate the house.
And he told university officials
not to interfere with actions of
the Preservation Action Council.
"I haven’t seen any lack of
cooperation (from the university) ," Fogel said, of the last four
weeks during the temporary
See Scheller, page 8

SPARTAN DAiir
JEREMY HOGAN
ABOVE: Preservation Action Council of San Jose member Paul Bernal, left,
waits outside of the Scheller house as hearing participants exit the front door.
Santa Clara County Superior Court Judge Jeremy Fogel led a hearing held
inside the house Thursday afternoon

FRANK CAVA SPARTAN DARN’

LEFT: SJSU Director of Space Management Alan Freeman, left, Preservation
Action Council attorney Susan Brandt-Hawley, center, and Judge Jeremy Fogel
walk towards the Scheller house.

City college to host women’s health forum
By Shelley Spackman
Spartan Dally Stall Writer

Topics ranging from stress management to culture clash with the
health care industry will be presented at a Health Forum for Women by
the Hispanic Women’s Council of
Northern California Saturday.
The forum will take place at San
Jose City College, from 8:30 a.m. to
2:30 p.m.

"This is an opportunity to explore
the challenges and choices faced by
women today," said Esperanza Garcia
Walters, director of health, education
and training of Good Samaritan
Health System. "Decisions affecting
our health are directly linked to our
future success in life, and HWC is
providing women the opportunity to
learn more and assume greater
responsibility for it "

Two professors from San Jose
State University will be among the
professionals scheduled to run the
eight different workshops, which
cover a range of women’s health topics.
Marcia Canton, Ph.D. and professor at SJSU, is scheduled to run two
of the workshops.
The first, titled "Our Bodies, Our
Health," will discuss how social

changes are affecting women’s health
and how a woman can contribute to
her own physical health and wellbeing.
The second discusses the problems associated with stress and how
specific strategies for identifying or
reducing your level of stress can be
achieved.
Celia Orona, Ph.D. and professor at

J. Handel Evans, San Jose State University
president, and representatives of the
Associated Students Board of Directors
signed a formal agreement on Monday, ensuring a marked bicycle path through San Carlos
mall between Fourth and 10th streets.
The agreement, which will have precedence over any future comprehensive traffic
plans for the campus, indicates there may
have to be limitations on bicycle usage during days classes are in session. No time table
has been set for the negotiations between
the university administration and the students (through Associated Students and the
SJSU President, or designee) about the
nature of the limitations.
San Carlos Street has
been closed to traffic since
June for the proposed
pedestrian mall. Under the
existing
policy,
which
includes San Carlos Street,
bicycle access is restricted
between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m.
Associate Students’ president Andrea
Wagner said the university called the meeting
to discuss the issue because officials were
concerned about Vie future relationship with
students and neighborhood communities.
Wagner also said after consulting with all
concerned parties, she issued a presidential
directive removing the bicycle access initiative from next week’s special election ballot
following the new agreement.
Wagner said the new agreement only covers the issue of a marked bicycle access
path. But, university officials have also
agreed to look into the restriction of skateboards and in-line skates. she said.
Lori Stahl, university public affairs spokeswoman, said after the mall construction is
completed a test phase will be implemented
to study the flow of pedestrian and bicycle
traffic. She said the test will help to determine how the future bicycle path will be put
in place.
Alan Freeman, director of space management and facilities planning, said the agreement was a presidential decision, and he was
not informed about it.
Marilyn Charell. A.S. Director of Academic
Affairs, said the agreement was subject to a
final approval by Terence Curtis. Curtis’
approval was needed because he brought the

See Health, page 8

See Bicycles, page 8

Avante-garde filmmaker
discusses his inspirations

Don’t be alarmed;
Nuclear science
isn’t a health risk

Director John Waters makes appearance
By Tim Schwalbach
Spartan Daily stall Anter

By Michelle Maitre
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Bright yellow signs emblazoned with
strange red triangles and the words
"Caution, Radioactive Wit ,rial" welcome
the person who opens the unassuming
wooden door marked "Nuclear Science
Facility" in Duncan Hall. But Norman
McElroy said there is nothing to fear.
McElroy is San Jose State University’s
radiation safety officer. He oversees the
safety proceedings In one of the campus’
little known hideaways the nuclear science laboratory.
Sandwiched between the two "legs" of Hshaped Duncan Hall, the nuclear science
laboratory is a 10,000-square -foot, threestory, fully equipped laboratory that gives
hands-on training in, among other subjects,
nuclear chemistry, nuclear physics, radiological health physics and nuclear analytic
chemistry.
The university catalog lauds the lab as
"the only radiochemistry lab in the Western
world available for both graduate and
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Agreement
allows bikes
on San Carlos

Scheller house
clings to life
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SJSU radiation officer Norm McElroy uses a geiger counter to check for radium on an alarm
clock with radioactive paint, which was used to make the numbers glow,
undergraduate classes."
McElroy hails it as one of the best places
In the nation for students to learn about
radiation and radiation safety.
"This entire building was built and
equipped for teaching nuclear science,"

McElroy said. "In my 25 years, I’ve never
seen the instrumentation and physical
plant features devoted space in a safe lab
like this."
McElroy said graduates from SJSU’s
See Nuclear, page 8

Avante-garde filmmaker John
Waters captivated a crowd of
more than 750 people with all of
his forms of shock value
Thursday night in the
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The evening was cosponsored by Cinequest
(San Jose Film Festival),
and the Associated Students
Program Board.
The many bizarre topics
Waters discussed dealt with the
beauty of "good bad taste," his
crackpot obsessions and his
view of worldwide trashiness In
all forms of entertainment.
This was all interwoven with
discussion of the 12 classic cult
cinema films he has made since
making directorial debut in
1964.
The Baltimore-born, maverick filmmaker touched on his

fascination for serial killers, his
obsession with murder trials.
testing the limits, the phenomena of spontaneous combustion
and his future film
endeavors, like making
a children’s movie and
minitelevision
a
series.
"I would like to do a
children’s movie, sort
of something like the Care Bear
Massacre." Waters sarcastically
said during his talk. "I know I
look like a child molester."
Waters’ talk was unique
because he is the only movie
director to do a stand-up comedy routine, said Hilary Hart,
publicity director of Cinequest.
"He’s very witty, his sense of
humor is great." said Joe
Plensky, a New York University
film major who viewed Waters’
"Female Trouble" after the talk.
See Waters, page 3
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Editorial

IRA funds support more than sports
San Jose State University students need to look beyond the
surface at the Instructionally
Related Activities (IRA) fee, and
see more than "another fee
increase" when the election
days roll around Nov. 16 and 17.
For once, the direction of a
fee increase, in this case the
proposed IRA fee increase, can
be directly traced to the departments that will benefit.
The increase will jump the fee
from $20 per semester to $75
and benefit students all across
campus.
Although IRA funds will primarily help pay for intercollegiate athletics, IRA funds, for
the first time, would be used to
support
Clark
Library.
Seventeen percent of the total
revenue generated would be
allocated to the library.
Funding for the library was
not on last year’s measure,
which was narrowly defeated.
In addition to extended
library hours, the money will be
used to purchase hardware,
software, increased access to
electronic
resources
and

telecommunications for student
labs.
During the 1993-94 academic
year, the $20 fee generated $1.1
million with $670,000 going to
athletics. Based on the Spring
1994 enrollment of 25,000, if
passed, the $75 fee would generate $3.75 million per year.
Twenty percent of that would
be allocated to 11 music programs, including the marching
and pep band, KSJS radio station. Spartan Daily, and seven
other departments.
According to the petition, 54
percent $2 million of the
$3.75 million
of the IRA
money would be set aside for
athletics.
Support services, Gender
Equity initiatives (adding women’s sports in compliance to
Title IX), enhancing the athletic
department for entrance into
the
Western
Athletic
Conference and maintaining
current men’s teams will be the
direct beneficiaries of this fund.
Nine percent will be set aside
for a reserve pool for other
qualified club sports, spirit

teams and department programs that apply for funds.
A California State University
fact sheet from the Office of the
Chancellor stated that of the 20
CSU campuses, SJSU had lower
annual IRA fees than San
Francisco State, $70, Cal State
Chico, $114, Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo, $135 and Cal State
Sonoma, $200.
Alan Simpkins made a $1 million donation for the construction of the Simpkins Stadium
Center near Spartan Stadium.
He compares the IRA vote to
that of the Student Union 25
years ago.
"I think the Student Union
(vote) barely passed," Simpkins
said, "but look at the thousands
upon thousands of students
that have benefited from that."
There’s no reason not to support the IRA fee.
The fact is, thousands upon
thousands of you are already
benefiting from potential IRA
funding, by using the library
and reading the very paper
that’s in your hands, the
Spartan Daily.

Writer’s Forum

Modern rock music lyrics
daring to be offensive
As a writer and a music lover, I often find
myself listening to music for the sheer pleasure
of it. However. I always end up analyzing the
lyrics that accompany the song.
I feel that I have a fairly open mind when it
comes to the alternative mainstream music I listen to.
But recently. I’ve noticed music artists are taking more risks with their music. The topics of
their songs are becoming more daring and the
lyrics are a bit more explicit.
Maybe, this doesn’t really bother me because,
as a writer, I am able to see the need for these
artists to be creative. They have to be able to
express how they feel and for them, music is
their outlet.
I’ve noticed one popular topic for songs right
now is sex. One example would be a song by Nine
Inch Nails titled, "Closer." The song contains
lyrics like, 1 want to violate you/...I want to f***
YOU like an animal"! want to feel you from the
inside." etc.
I know many people are probably very offended by that. While I agree that it is a little extreme,
I do try to respect the band for having guts to
write the song.
However, I’m a little more hesitant to respect
Nirvana, who wrote a song called, "Rape Me." In
the song, Kurt Cobain sings, "Rape me, my friend/

Tina Casalino
staff "Porter

rape me again/ Do it and do it again." Nirvana
also wrote a song titled "Dumb," where lead
singer Kurt Cobain wails, "I think I’m dumb,"
about 10 times in the course of the song.
Perhaps, "Dumb" speaks for itself.
While we’re still on the subject of violence,
what about the song by Guns N’ Roses which
came out a few years ago? It was called "I Used to
Love Her." This song was not too complimentary
toward women. The lyrics included, "I used to
love her/but I had to kill her/ I had to put her six
feet under/and I can still hear her complain."
Unfortunately, this song reflected Axl Rose’s
(the group’s singer) true feelings toward women.
He has since been arrested several times for
allegedly beating up women.
Not all of these songs should be taken seriously, though. One of the most popular songs over
the summer was a song about a guy missing his
penis because it was detachable. This was definitely a humorous song and with the exception of
John Bobbitt, most people can laugh at this song.
After listening to many of these song lyrics, I
am convinced that I am a normal person it’s
the writers of these lyrics which need the psychiatric help. Perhaps, if Cobain and Rose had
received help, Cobain would still be alive and
Rose would not have put in jail so many times.
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Proposition 187
repeats ugly history
Gather around boys and girls
it’s story time once again.
"The black-mustachio’d face
gazed down from every commanding corner. There was one
on the house front immediately
opposite. BIG BROTHER IS
WATCHING YOU, the caption
said, while the dark eyes looked
deep into Winston’s own ... In
the far distance a helicopter
skimmed down between the
roofs, hovered for an instant
like a blue-bottle, and darted
away again with a curving flight.
It was the Police Patrol, snooping into people’s windows. The
patrols did not matter, however. Only the Thought Police
mattered."
A passage from Eric Arthur
Blair’s (a.k.a. George Orwell)
novel "1984" is a startling and
very frightening realization of
what has happened to our once
fun-loving state of California.
Remember the old saying,
"Those who do not learn from
history are doomed to repeat
it."
We haven’t learned from
Orwell’s timeless classic how a
government can manipulate its
people into a frenzy.
Granted Orwell’s novel is a
fictional tale of a government

that uses fear and manipulation
to control the masses.
We don’t have the Thought
Police, per se, busting through
our door.
But
the
passage
of
Proposition 187 is just that. The
Californian government has
used fear and manipulation to
coerce voters into believing
that illegal immigration is to
blame for the ills of our state.
Gov.
Pete Wilson and
Proposition 187 is an attempt at
turning every teacher, health
care and social worker into a
Border Patrol officer.
These are the very people
who have dedicated their lives
to educating and helping the
helpless.
It’s deplorable to think Wilson wants us to carry cards to
prove our citizenship and show
on demand to those authorities
who request to see it.
This is still a country where
we are presumed innocent, and
to ask us to present citizenship
cards if we happen to look suspicious is presuming guilt.
Tell us Wilson, exactly what
constitutes a suspicious looking
person someone who has
dark skin, dark hair and speaks
Spanish?

Matthew Tom
staff rrportrr

Orwell described the enemies
of the state as, "solid-looking
men with expressionless Asiatic
faces."
Wilson has now described
the enemies of the state of
California, and has effectively
led voters to believe that "they"
are to blame.
This type of finger pointing
happened once before, and I’m
not talking about a fictional tale
of negative utopia.
During the 1950s Sen. Joseph
McCarthy had the entire nation
making false accusations of
with
association
people’s
Communism.
We still haven’t learned from
history what finger pointing and
false accusations can do to a
society.
Proposition 187 has effectively controlled our fears. Before
we know it, the government will
be able to control our every
thoughts and actions.
The Thought Police will come
bashing down our door to
arrest us for saying, doing or
thinking the wrong thing.
Come to think of it we already
have something similar to it
Immigration and Naturalization
Services.

Letter to the Editor

Dated biblical laws can be hypocritical
Dear Editor:

Opinion page policies
The Spartan Daily provides a
daily forum to promote
a "marketplace of ideas."
Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students,
staff, faculty and others who are
interested in the university at
large.
Any letter or column for
the Opinion page must be in
the Letters to the Editor’s box
in the Spartan Daily newsroom,
Dwight Bente] Hall 209, or left at
the information booth in the
Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed
to the Opinion Editor, the
Spartan Daily, School of
Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University. One Washington

Writer’s Forum

I’ve been reading the
various letters and comments
lately adorning the opinion
page, regarding Christianity &
homosexuality. While I’m neither gay nor Christian, I felt I
should toss in my three cents
regarding this issue.
First off, the primary
objection to homosexuality, is
found in Leviticus. However,
there is some major misunderstanding of this. When one
reads the Bible, one has to keep
in mind the original context, and
the fact that it has gone though
many translations, with many
views.
There is evidence that
the "prohibition" against homosexuality was actually a prohibition against the ancient Greek
tradition of a older man "mentoring" a younger male, in
exchange for sexual favors, i.e.
the prohibition was against
pedophilia, rather than against

two adults in a loving relationship.
Second off, mainstream
Christianity tends to site
Leviticus, as their rationale
against homosexuality.
However, when asked
why they don’t follow the rest of
the Levitican laws, the claim is
that Jesus abolished those laws.
In fact, the Bible says that Jesus
came in fulfillment of the law,
not to supersede those laws
(Matt. 5:17). Certain of His followers did claim that the laws
were revoked, (Acts 10), but
Jesus Himself never said that
they were abolished, and
according to belief, Jesus’s
words are to mean more than
those of his followers. The only
time one of His followers says
anything against homosexuality,
he sites Leviticus as his source,
a indication that all the laws
were still in effect.
Therefore, we have two
options. Option one is that
those laws are still in effect, in

which case, all of them are in
effect, including dietary laws,
laws regarding the wearing of
two types of thread in the same
cloth, laws against shaving, etc.,
etc.
Option two is the mainstream Christian belief that
those laws were superseded, in
which case, the "prohibition"
against homosexuality is also
superseded. To follow only one
of the Levitican laws, while
claiming that all of the others
are no longer in effect, is not
only nonsensical, but is rather
hypocritical.
One who believes this
may do well to keep this in
mind; "In the same way, on the
outside you appear to people as
righteous but on the inside you
are full of hypocrisy and wickedness." (Matthew 23:28, NIV)
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SJSU Chinese Program,
Language, & Culture Club

Akoholics Anonymous
Friday 12x12 Study Meeting,
Noon, ADM 269. Call Marlene,
(415) 961-7380.

Guest Speaker Dr. Wen-Chlu TuAboriginal Languages of Taiwan
and Their Classification," 11:30
am., SH 241. Call Fu, 9244595.

Campus Crusade for Christ

SJSU Fencing Club

Morning Prayer, 9:30 am., SU
Ampitheatre. Call Scott,
294-4249.

Career Planning
& Placement

SJS Folk Dance Club

Resume Critique, 11:30 am.-1
p.m., SU Costanoan Room, Call
9246033.

Chinese Campus Fellowship
Sharing, 2:30-5 p.m.,
Guadalupe Room. Call Joe,
286-9529.

Meeting & Practice. 5:30-7:30
p.m., SPX CI89. Call John,
2806019.

SU

Golden Key
National Honor Society
AIDS Awareness Speaker, 1:15
p.m., SU Umunhum Room.

Hispanic Business
Association
Eleven Eleven Social Event, 7
p.m., Jose’s Carribean Restaurant (2275 El Camino Real in
Palo Alto). Call 383.8569.

linguistics & Language
Development Student
Association
Speaker Shiela Thorne-Vietnam
at a Crossroads, slide show and
discussion, 3:30-5 p.m., SU
Almaden Room. Call 924-4413.

Muslim Students Association
"Life of the Prophet," by Hamza
Yousef, 3,5 p.m., SU Costanoan
Room. Call Nadeem, 985-7715.
SpverGude f venni and tryorlarris v svdorm, foculty
and slug aganuovvi Dealme Sprn two days belore
Sprnon Day
putivarron f orms are avallakee v
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International Folkdance Class, 810:30 p.m., SPX 089. Call Mildred,
293-1302 or Ed, 287-6369.

SJSU Ice Hockey

SJSU vs. Oregon, 8 p.m., Ice
Centre of San Jose. Call Brent,
9248928.

SJSU Theatre Arts
Department
"Working," 8 p.m., University
Theatre. Call 924-4555.

PHOTOS BY FRANK CAVA SPARTAN DAILY

Director John Waters is known for his unorthodox vision in his films. His most recent film was "Serial Mom," which starred Kathleen Turner.

From page 1
Saturday
Beta Theta M

Free Car Wash, 10 a m.-3 p.m., 565
S. 5th St. Call 298-2382.

SJSU Ice Hockey
sisu vs. UC San Diego, 8 p.m., Ice
Centre of San Jose. Call Brent,
924-8928.

SJSU Theatre Arts
Department
"Working," 8 p.m., University
Theatre. Call 924-4555.

studa.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Sunday Mass, 6 p.m., Campus
Interfaith Center and 8 p.m., St.
Joseph’s Cathedral, Call Fr Mark,
298-0204.

For $10, students had the
opportunity to watch the
Waters spiel on campus then
view one of his two films at
either the Camera One or

Camera Three theater. The theaters separately featured 1974’s
"Female Trouble" or 1981’s
"Polyester," the first film to offer
odorama.
Waters autographed memorabilia from fans and ad irers

Fallen tree helps monkeys escape
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A
group of five monkeys broke
out of an outdoor exhibit at the
San Francisco Zoo when a fallen
tree provided a bridge to freedom.
Three of the Patas monkeys
had been returned to the
Primate Discovery Center at
the zoo by Thursday, said
spokeswoman Nancy Chan. But
two of the wayward primates

Mud jumpinl

remained on the lam on zoo
grounds, she said.
escaped
monkeys
The
Wednesday afternoon when a
eucalyptus tree fell into the
exhibit. The tree apparently
succumbed to rain and gusty
winds caused by a Pacific
storm.
The tree did not injure any
monkeys and did not damage
the exhibit.
The two small escapees,
which are rust-colored with
white whiskers, have been spotted on zoo grounds by visitors
and employees.
Chan said the monkeys are
expected t .return tmime when
they get hungry.

after the showing of the two
films.
A young man in a black
leather jacket even raced out of
the auditiorium so he could go
home and have Waters sign one
of his collector’s items a
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scratch ’n sniff card.
"1 like that he’s got his own
world view, it’s really twisted.
He’s unique," said Jonathan
Yeager, a student.
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Today’s Lecture: Life of the P r o P h e t

a

Hamza bifiousouf

ti In the Costonoan Room, Student Union at 1:30

Free International Food
Visit our display tent in front of the

Student Union between 8am and 4pm
For more information call Neveen 448-8212
nsered by the Muslim Student Association. Funded by A,sociated Students.
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Clear skies usually follow rainstorms, but all is
not sunny when the clouds part. Journalism
junior Tracy Vine, right, found this out Thursday
afternoon as she attempted to cross the mud

SPARTAN

heaps blocking her way between Clark Library
and Dwight Bentel Hall. Vine will have to
weather out the weather, though. for more rains
are expected in the weekend forecast.
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A women’s basketball tradition continues
Andy Barron
Spartan Daily Stall Wnter

It is the 100th year of women’s basketball at San Jose
State University and this season’s team is ready for some
hoops.
As Karen Smith enters her
third year as head coach of the
women’s basketball team, she
plans to improve on last year’s
winning season, the first since
the 1982-83 season.
"I believe we can finish in the
top four in the conference,"
Smith said.
The team closed last season
with its best Big West Conference finish of sixth place, with a
record of 9-9 in the conference
and 14-13 overall.
Smith said that the early part
of this season will be a kind of
trial and error period for the
whole team because there are
eight returning player and eight
new players.
"We are really kind of feeling
each other out and we are learning each other’s tendencies,"
Smith said.
However, she said that they
probably will not change their
game plan. Smith believes that
this year’s team is much more

athletic and better suited to the
style of play they’ve had in the
last couple of years.
"We are getting players that
can fit our roles," she said.
Smith describes their style as
a fast-paced tempo, constantly
pressing with a real motion-type
offense were everybody plays
every position.
This season the Spartans are
faced with having to replace
three of their starting players
who have graduated, Christy
Chang, Gretchen Seeley, who
holds the school record for the
most three-point field goals
made in a game, and Hulett
Brooks, who averaged 18.0
points per game last season.
Replacing Chang at point
guard will be 5-foot-4- inch Joi
Turner, a sophomore, who used
to split the position with Chang
last season. Smith said that
Turner is still learning the position but is adapting well.
Dee McCord, a 5-foot-8-inch
senior, who Smith said is playing extremely well and is showing leadership on the court, will
be taking over the small forward
position.
Freshman Gail Dennis will
replace Gretchen Seeley. Dennis

’We all have the
same goal and that
is to win the Big
West. I really feel
good about going
to the tournament
again.’
Karen Smith
SJSU worseak basketball coach

is from Patterson High School in
Patterson where she averaged
24.5 points per game last season.
"She is probably the most athletic out of anybody on the
team. She has a lot of speed.
She is a top notch player," Smith
said.
Another promising newcomer
is 5-foot-7-inch freshman Nicole
Foster, at guard, who Smith said
is, "probably the most talented
of the class." However, Foster
will be redshirted this season
because of a knee injury.
Smith said that she has seen a
big improvement in some of the
other returning players, such as

sophomore Kari Steele and
seniors Shemekia Brown and
LaDonna Irving.
Smith said that Brown, a 6foot-2-inch center, is committed
to having a good year and has
already made a difference in the
early part of the season.
Irving, 5-foot-11 -inch forward,
led SJSU in rebounds, 170, averaging 6.5 per game and 9.4
points per game last season.
Steele, will be returning at
off-guard. Steele received honorable mention all-Big West Conference honors and was named
to the all-Freshman team last
season.
She averaged 11.2 points per
game and 42 three-point field
goals in her first year at SJSU.
Steele said that the team has
a good attitude.
"We all get along really well,"
Steele said.
When asked if Steele felt pressured by absence of players
such as Brooks she said, "No, I
think everyone will step-up. Our
new players are good. We are
just as good or even better than
last year’s team."
At the post position is where
Smith said the team has the
most depth with Brown, return -

ing 6-foot-2-inch senior Danielle
Mirante and newcomer 6-foot-2inch junior Rebecca Hunt.
There is a new addition to the
coaching staff this season. It’s
assistant coach David Simril
who was an assistant coach for
the
Athletes
United
for
Peace/NCAA College Exhibition
Team.
"I believe I have come into a
really good situation here. We
have some good talent. It is an
up and coming program that is
growing," he said."
"We have some young players, but I believe that with the
kind of coaching staff that we
have here we are going to be
able to get the most out of what
they (the players) have to offer
with the amount of experience
they have."
"To do well in the Big West
Conference, you have to win
your home games," Smith said,
"and at least split on the road
games, which is basically what
we did last year. We just have to
win a couple more on the road
and I think we will be right on
the top on the running for the
championships."
She said that the team to beat
is New Mexico State, along with

UC Santa Barbara and UNLV.
"This is the team in the past
two years that has the best
chemistry," Smith said. "This
team really clicks and it is really
nice because they are happy.
We all have the same goal and
that is to win the Big West. I
really feel good about going to
the tournament again."
The women’s basketball team
will play their first exhibition
game against Tungsram Club of
Hungary at the Event Center
today 0( 5:30 p.m.
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Name-calling helps team unity
Nicknames, victories go hand-in-hand for ice hockey club
By Jim Seimas
Spartan Daily Stall Witter

Nobody likes to be called
names. But San Jose State
University ice hockey coach
Ron Glasow is a practitioner
who is often caught directing
nicknames at his players.
Names such as "Nick and the
Nice Guys," "Crazy Legs
Jenkins," "Bagel," and "The
Schizoid Line" encompass the
team, before, during and after
the Spartans take the ice.
"Nicknames play a big part in
developing team unity and give
players a sense of belonging,"
said Nick Jones of "Nick and the
Nice Guys." "It also signifies
that we’re a line and sticking
together."
SJSU (6-3) is the three-time
defending Pacific Coast Hockey
Association state champions
and now they are playing for a
bigger game.
The Spartans, University of
California and Stanford are
three of 147 teams vying to gain
the attention of a panel of eight
coaches from the American
Collegiate Hockey Association.
These eight coaches will
select a West Coast representative, along with seven other
teams nationally, to compete in
the ACHA Championships at
Colorado State University from
March 1-4.

The Spartans and Golden
Bears are 1-1 against each other
this season. The panel will look
at the team’s record, difficulty
of schedule and margins of wins
and losses.
Many players said the team
needs to keep "running up the
score" to get selected for the
ACHA championships. Glasow
said he has been trying a variation of lines (and nicknames)
and said the team now has two
solid lines.
Running up the score Is a
term used when coaches keep
their star players in the game
when the outcome has already
been decided. However, in their
six wins this season, the
Spartans have outscored their
opponents 56-11, while using
four lines.
Glasow said that no one Is
locked Into a certain line, and
the process to produce a consistent scoring line Is trial and
error.
Often, the nicknames wear off
once members are moved to a
different line.
Destro, a former member of
the "Smurf Line," which consisted of the three smallest
members (Including Joey Vela
and Greg Bruins) on the team,
has not taken on a new nickname on Jones’ line.
Vela and Bruins have now

teamed up with Chris Quinn to
form the "Schizoid Line."
"You never know what your
going to get from them (on the
ice)," Glasow said.
Mike Bruins, one of the
team’s two goaltenders, faced
two shots in a 12-1 win over
Long Beach State, yet the 49ers
scored a goal which earned him
the nickname "Bagel."
Bruins’ goals against average
is an impressive 1.50, yet Lou
Siville, the other goaltender is
quick to poke Bruins ribs.
"It’s all good, clean fun.
Nobody takes it seriously,"
Siville said.
Joel Jenkins the team’s
defenseman has earned the
name "Crazy legs."
"That one’s obvious when
you see him skate," Siville said.
Such is also the case when
you look at "Nick and the Nice
Guys," and then the deception
wears off and the opponents
find themselves trailing.
There are many cases of players who don’t respect or look
up to their coaches. This is not
the case with this program.
These nicknames seem to comfort a group of proven players.
"(Glasow) will say, ’Next up Is
"Nick and the nice guys,"’ Jones
said, "It puts a smile on your
face before you Jump over the
boards."
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North gets less
bang for buck
than Huffington

Proposition 187 reaction

By Steve Geissinger
Associated

SACRAMENTO
(AP)
Virginia’s Oliver North spent
nearly three times as much per
vote as California’s Michael
Huffington in their failed
Republican bids for U.S. Senate,
according to a campaign
finance analysis
by The
Associated Press.
In total expenditures, however, Huffington, a wealthy former
Texas oil businessman who
financed his own campaign, far
outspent North, who admitted
to Congress seven years ago
that he lied about his role in
the
Iran -Contra
arms-forhostages scandal.
Per vote received, North
spent $19.17 to Huffington’s
$7.23, according to the computer-assisted, post-election analysis.
But in the more populous
California, Huffington spent
over $25.2 million in the
nation’s most expensive U.S.
Senate campaign. North, who
was defeated by Democratic
Sen. Charles Robb, spent more
than $16.7 million in Virginia.
The Democratic senator who
beat Huffington, Dianne Feinstein of San Francisco, spent
more than $10.8 million. Her
total oenriirr2 ranked as the
second most expensive winning
campaign for Senate in the
nation.

ABOVE: An anti -Proposition 187 protester from
Mathson Lee Middle School watches as another
group of students march down Second Street in
downtown last week. Local students participated in the statewide high school walk out.
RIGHT: San Jose High School students march
down Second Street in downtown last week on
their way to Plaza de Cesar Chavez. Gov.
Wilson ordered state and independent agencies
to adopt emergency rules to enforce the proposition. But shortly before Wilson’s order, San
Francisco Superior Court Judge Stuart Pollak
blocked enforcement in public schools and colleges. The proposition would require educational institutions to report any illegal immigrants to
the state.
PHOTOS BY JEANETTE L. HANNA SPARTAN DAILY

Wilson asks agencies to form enforcement rules
SACRAMENTO (AP)
As courts
came under the first barrage of challenges to Proposition 18- Gov. Pete
Wilson ordered state agenc.es to adopt
emergency rules to enforce the new
illegal immigration measure.
Wilson’s post-election directive to
state health, welfare and law enforcement agencies commanded "fair and
non-discriminatory" enforcement after
the rules are In place.
He also asked the state Department
of Education and the governing bodies
of the state’s public college s, which are
independent of his office, to pass their
own emergency rules.
In response to the governor’s action,
the California Medical Association and
an organization representing hospitals
and clinics delayed lawsuits they had
planned to file Wednesday.
But at least seven suits were filed,
resulting in court orders that blocked
enforcement of the measure.
Proposition 187 denies public education and non-emergency public health
care and social services to those who

Marion Berry
works to heal
bitter divisions
By Jonathan Moore
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) On
the heels of a hard-fought
and sometimes bitter race,
Mayor-elect Marion Barry
pledged to heal divisions in
the city and build bridges
with those who doubt he is
up to the job.
Barry, who served a sixmonth federal prison term
In 1990 on a misdemeanor
cocaine charge, thanked
God for bringing him "back
from the valley of political
death."
He hailed his 101,000
votes, 57 percent of those
cast, as the highest number
of votes he had received in
an election In Washington.
His first gesture was to
have lunch Wednesday
with his Republican opponent, Carol Schwartz, who
repeatedly accused Barry
of leaving the city in financial disarray after his conviction ended his previous,
12-year administration.
"I’m going to be the
mayor of all the people. I’m
going to work awfully hard
to allay the fears of those
who voted against me,"
Barry said.
"A lot of the vote against
me was not about my ability ... It was around my personal recovery, and whether that’s Intact enough to
take another chance with
me, and around whether I
have the courage to cut
this budget."

Gov. Pete Wilson said prenatal care for illegal
immigrants must be cut off "as soon as legally
possible."
entered the country illegally. It also
requires schools, hospitals and government agencies to tell immigration officials about anyone they reasonably
suspect to be illegal immigrants.
Shortly before Wilson’s order
Wednesday, San Fran-cisco Superior
Court Judge Stuart Pollak blocked
enforcement until at least Feb. 8 of
Proposition 187’s provisions requiring
identification and expulsion of illegal
immigrants in public schools and colleges.
Deputy Attorney General Stephanie
Wald, representing Wilson, told Pollak
his order was unnecessary because the
measure does not require verification
of students’ immigration status until
Jan. 1. Allan Keown, a lawyer for acting
Superintendent of Public Instruction

William Dawson, said both Dawson and
Superintendent-elect Delaine Eastin
oppose the measure and will not
enforce it.
Civil rights lawyers told him many
students would stop attending school,
for fear of exposing their families to
deportation.
Later in the day, Chief U.S. District
Judge William Matthew Byrne of Los
Angeles told state lawyers that no part
of Proposition 187 should be enforced
until a hearing in his court next
Wednesday. He was responding to a
suit that argued the entire measure was
an unconstitutional intrusion on federal authority over immigration.
He said the only exceptions were
provisions increasing penalties for
using false immigration documents,

which are effective immediately.
The regulations must guarantee that
"the rights of all legal residents are protected" and that discrimination on the
basis of natural origin is avoided,
Wilson wrote.
He added that the requirement to
report those "reasonably suspected" of
being illegal immigrants must apply
only to those who fail to document
legal residency when applying for benefits.
Responding to arguments by doctors
against the measure, Wilson said health
regulations must allow officials to "protect the general public from threats to
the public health."
Opponents have predicted that the
denial of preventive health care. asui
education to illegal immigrants would
lead to outbreaks of tuberculosis and
other contagious diseases.
The governor also said prenatal care
for illegal immigrants must be cut off
"as soon as legally possible" and that
savings be redirected to another health
program for mothers and infants.

Democrats may lose majority
in California’s House delegation
By Steve Lawrence
Associated Press Writer

(AP)
SACRAMENTO
California’s new delegation to
the House of Representatives,
the nation’s largest, could end
up evenly divided between
Republicans and Democrats.
The GOP ousted three
Democratic incumbents Tuesday and a fourth Democrat was
trailing by only 93 votes in a
race that could be tipped either
way by uncounted absentee
ballots.
Democrats held a 32-22 edge
in California House seats going
into the election. A loss of four
Democratic seats would leave
the delegation split 26-26.
Democrats have held a majority of the state’s House seats
since 1954. Election officials
couldn’t say if the delegation
has ever before been split 50-50.
Reps. Dan Hamburg, D-Ukiah,
Richard Lehman, D-Fresno, and
Lynn Schenk, D-La Jolla, lost
their races on Tuesday as
Republicans won a majority in
the House for the first time
since 1952.
In a fourth contest, Rep. Jane
Harman, D-Los Angeles, was
Susan
Republican
trailing
Brooks by 93 votes out of the
more than 164,000 that were
cast.
Election officials estimated
that there were more than
170,000 absentee ballots still to
be counted in Los Angeles
County, but Rep. David Dreier,
R-Covina, predicted Brooks, a
Rancho Palos Verdes city councilwoman, would hold on.
"There’s still absentees to
come in, but those absentees

generally favor us," said Dreier,
who is vice chairman of the
state’s Republican delegation.
"We had a strong absentee
effort going on there."
But Roy Behr, a consultant to
Harman, said her campaign also
made an effort to attract absentee voters.
"We ran an aggressive absentee program," Behr said Wednesday.
’The absentees in this district
are probably a lot more
Democratic than they are
statewide or traditionally."
Dreier also predicted that
Republicans would win an open
seat that could be affected by
the absentee count.
In that central coast district,
Ass-emblywoman Andre Seastrand, R-San Luis Obispo, was
leading Democrat Walter Capps
by 969 votes out of more than
180,000 that were cast.
They were seeking the seat
given up by Rep. Michael
Huffington, R-Santa Barbara, to
run for the Senate.
Former song-and-joke man
Sonny Bono, a Republican, won
another of the three open seats,
Demoformer
defeating
cratic Assemblyman Steve
Clute, D-Moreno Valley, to win
the seat now held by retiring
Rep. Al McCandless, R-La
Quinta.
The third open seat went to
Democrat Zoe Lofgren, a Santa
Clara County supervisor, who
easily defeated Republican Lyle
Smith to succeed retiring Rep.
Don Edwards, D-San Jose.
Former Rep. Frank Riggs beat
Hamburg to retake a seat that
has changed parties three times
In three elections.

This time Riggs won by more
than 12,000 votes in a district
that stretches from Oregon to
the northern edge of San
Francisco Bay.
The race focused in part on
environmental and economic
issues, with Riggs claiming that
voters had a choice between
his market-oriented approach
and the "Marxist economics" of
the Democrats.
Lehman lost his bid for a seventh term to Republican George
Radanovich in a district in
which Democrats have only a
narrow edge in registered
voters.
Lehman barely won two years
ago and had to battle antiClinton administration sentiment this time around.
Schenk may have been another victim of the traditional
midterm swing away from the
party that holds the White
House.
aide
to
former
The
Democratic Gov. Jerry Brown
defeated a weak Republican
candidate two years ago to win
a House seat that on paper
leaned strongly to the GOP.
This time she had to contend
with a strong Republican oppoDiego County
nent,
San
Supervisor Brian Bilbray, who
took 49 percent of the vote to
Schenk’s 46 percent. The rest
went to minor party candidates.
In another emotional race,
Rep. Ken Calvert, R-Corona.
won a second term even though
he made headlines last year
when police found him parked
with a prostitute.
Calvert defeated Democrat
Mark Takano by more than
23,000 votes.
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By Chris McCrellis-Mitchell
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Balancing work, school, studies, and a relationship can be very difficult. Balancing a
sleep pattern around all of those things is
even harder.
In a community where students and professors alike spend countless hours outside of
the university studying, correcting papers and
trying to have a social life, the thing that is
most often sacrificed is sleep.
Some nights it is a matter of no time, other
nights it is stress caused by an upcoming test
and other nights it is something out of our
control that keeps us awake.
Either way it leaves many people tired,
grumpy and lathargic after a night of tossing
and turning.
To fight this problem of sleep deprivation,
many students and professors turn to artificial
sleep enhancers at night and energy boosters
in the morning.
Everyone has their own way of falling asleep
and keeping awake. The list of possibilities is
endless, from special family recipes to overthe-counter drugs.
The most common way to wake up in the
morning is with coffee, but you can get the
same affect with any one of a number of nonprescription pills like NoDoz, Vivarin,
Caffedrine and Tirend.
For Sunil Tomar, a senior in Computer
Science, these products are not the answer.
"If I’m really, really tired and I need to be
awake, I wash my face with cold water," he
said. "I do drink coffee but not to wake up. It
doesn’t work to keep me awake."
Falling asleep is another matter. At night,
Tomar takes a more natural approach.
"I listen to slow music...classical Indian
music. Within fifteen minutes I fall alseep.
Sometimes, if I’m hyper, I go jogging at night.
But music is the one that works the most," he
said.
Many doctors and psychatrists will agree
that Tomar’s methods are good ones, but for
many other students, it is not so easy. Some
turn to marijuana, alcohol and sleeping pills to
dose off, and drugs like crank cocaine to stay
awake.
"Young adults do participate in a lot of
things like drugs because of stress," said Sara
Harrison, a San Jose City College Psychology
professor who teaches a class about the
Pharmacology and Physiology of Addiction.
"In terms of using any chemical to induce
sleep or to keep from sleeping, it has the
potential for abuse.
"Not only will your body become dependent, but your mind becomes addicted. It creates a panic state, where we feel we have to
take something. But there are other ways to go
to sleep," she said.
Harrison suggests waiting until your tired
before going to bed, or doing relaxing things
that are boring which will eventually get you
tired.
She also said that activities such as watching television and reading should not be done
in bed. If you do, you may begin to associate
your bed with other activities then what it is
actually meant for, sleeping.
Thomas Leddy, an SJSU professor of
Philosophy relies on mental discipline to fall
asleep.

"I meditate. I do relaxation
exercises, like getting in tune to
my breathing. I’ll count each
breath...Usually I’ll fall asleep
before I reach thirty," he said.
Harrison would agree that
this method is much more beneficial. She is very adamant in
denouncing sleep suppliments.
Not only do they not allow you
to get the proper sleep needed,
but they can create future problems because of their addictive
nature.
"It’s like money in the bank.
You may not no the interest
now, but over time you will see
the results," she said. "There is
addiction
a
psychological
which can lead to a physical
one. You won’t even know when
that happens."
Paul Wright, a graduate student in Social Work starts
everyday with three cups of
coffee, and drinks another
sometime late in the afternoon
before classes. Already he has
felt the effects of coffee addiction.
"I’ve been told that I’m
addicted to caffeine. I do have
some of the symptoms...the
muscle twitching," he said.
"There’s some potent coffee
around this campus. If you take
it you may become agitated."
There is still no conclusive
evidence that such high levels
of caffeine intake is hazardous
to the health of an average person. However, if someone has
an irregular heart, or an ulcer,
the gastric acid stimulation and
the rapid heartbeat created by
caffeine entering the system
can by dangerous.
"It’s like driving a car on bald
tires, it’s more dangerous to
drive at 40 miles per hour than
20," said Dr. Hase Rodenbaugh,
a specialist in internal medicine
at SJSU’s Student Health
Services.
If you feel that you have an
addiction problem, whether it
be coffee, sleeping pills, or any
other stimulant, there is help.

The Student Health Services
offers counseling and a biofeedback program for stress reduction. Another place to try is the
National Council on Alcoholism
and Drug Dependency, or the
(NCADD) in San Jose.
Over-the-counter drugs and
caffeine are not the only ways
to make up for lost sleep, but
sometimes you need something
stronger than counting sheep.
To find out what’s best for you,
you may have to experiment,
but be careful.
Harrison
Professor
As
said,"We are all capable of
changing our physiology without drugs."
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Iraq gives up claim to Kuwait: U.S. says move is not enough to lift sanctions
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) - Iraq
on Thursday abandoned territorial claims to Kuwait that had
origins in the Ottoman Empire,
hoping to win an end to trade
sanctions that have strangled
its economy.
The Iraqi News Agency said

the National Assembly voted for
"Iraq’s recognition of the sovereignty of the state of Kuwait, its
territorial
integrity
and
independence."
The statement also said Iraq
recognized and respected the
"inviolability" of new Kuwaiti

borders, demarcated by a U.N.
committee after the Gulf War.
Saddam Hussein’s ruling
Revolutionary
Command
Council later endorsed the legislation, according to a dispatch
by the agency, monitored in
Cyprus.

There was no official reaction
from Kuwait.
There, distrust of Iraq runs
deep since it invaded the emirate in August 1990. That wariness intensified recently in
October when Baghdad sent
tens of thousands of soldiers

and artillery to the border.
In Washington, the White
House welcomed the measure
as a promising first step but
said it was not enough to earn
Washington’s support for lifting
the sanctions, imposed to
punish Iraq for invading Kuwait.
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The SPARTAN DAILY
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
makes no claim for products or Mix 106.5 KEZR needs a part.
servicee advertised below nor Is time person to provide technical
*many guarantee knelled. The support in a dynamic broadcasting
oimallied carnets of the Spartan environment.
Daly consist of paid advertising
To be successful, you must be
and offerings are not approved or organized, energetic, a self-starter
verified by the newspaper.
but takes direction when
necessary. You must be capable
of working as an individual
contributor as well as on a team.
You Must Be Proficient In:
BE A FRIEND!
Microsoft Office-Word, Excel, Met
Caring and friendly volunteers
PowerPoint, Access would be a
needed to help individuals
plus, Microsoft Windows & Novell
with mental illness become
Netware.
Independent! Flexible hours!
You Must Be Capable Of:
Training and support given.
Installing software In a Novell
Gain practical experience for
network environment, troublepsychology, social work, OT,
shooting software and hardware
nursing or related fields.
problems, managing Novell
Cell Teresa Jackson at
servers, performing daily system
408/52642880(408/287-2132. backups, installing PC hardware
components- memory, network
cards, hard drives etc., supporting
end users, informal training and
managing an email system.
The SJSU SKI & SNOWBOARD
1 5 - 20 hours/week at
Club has an ad under TRAVEL. $10415 per hour based on
Your club could be advertising experience.
your events in the Classified too.
Send your resume to:
Larry Aiken, KEZR. Dept. M,
P.O. Bar 2337 San Jose, CA 95109
EOE.
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.
IRAJIIAN STUDENTS Please Help!
A 5 year old girl will die without a CELLULAR/PAGER SALES
bone-marrow transplant. Contact positions. Currently hiring for new
your local Blood Bank & ask how downtown location. Outside sales.
you can help.
100% commission. Your own
hours. Write your own check.
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
938,0100, ask for Todd or Rob.
Office visas and xrays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
GIRLS AND GUYS WANTED for
Enroll now!
magazines and movies. Must
For brochure see A.S. Office or
be over 18. Call 249-1233.
call (800)655-3225.
ABC Ave you a top stvient, a campus leader or out going? Come hear
about summer work . Avg. student
earns $5400 for summer. Travel &
NEED A CHEAP SET CFNINELS? 79 good exp. Info: Thurs & Fri. 1:00 in
Yamaha 650. New arch. Or-decreer!. Pateco Pm. 2nd floor Studert Ulm
Runs OK. Tom 239-0445 eves.
CHRISTMAS MONEY
Career Opportunity
NIKON LENSES: 28mm f3.5;
135 mm f2.8; 200mm f4. All 3
Earn Cash Daily
for $550.00. 4156601990.
Montgomery Ward Portrait Studio
has sekerO openings fa aggressive
SPILLED INK - a creative thought sales people to earn $8.$10/hr.
journal, is taking over the best PT/FT. Call Wed -Sun. 11am.-5pm.
minds of our generation. Available
Oakridge - 408-629-0401
@ Spartan Bookstore $3. Or mail Capitol/McKee- 408.254,9671
to P.O. Bce 8362 San..bee,CA 95155.
Bayfair 510.278.1129
Daly City- 415-9944386
CROSS COUNTRY SKI IDIERCISER
Sears Lifestyle 2000. Easy to use. BUOY WORKING WITH CHILDREN?
Excellent condition. Like new. Small World Schools is currently
White. Folds flat for storage. hiring for F/T & P/T positions for
$35.00 obo. Call Kathy 227-1145. Preschool & Day Care. A variety of
shifts available in San Jose, Bel
FUTON, NEW, 6 FUTON 8 FRAM mont, Millbrae & San Bruno. Also
Fabric choice. Full set $119. hiring for substitutes - flexible
Queen set $129. (406) 926.1951. scheduling does not interfere with
school obligations. Prefer 12 ECE
or 6 ECE completed + current
ECE enrollment for all positions.
Benefits & an abundance of
78 DODGE RAM CHARGER 4X4 growth opportunities! Please call
New paint job, new engine. pb, 408257-7326 to whedule interview.
ps,aL $4900 obo/possible trade.
Call 259-0740. Page 552-6724.
GET A JOBI We are Takeout Taxi.
America’s largest dinner delivery
FORD MUSTANG 91 conyertable. service. We deliver dinners from
27k, white w/blk top, red int. A/C restaurants like Chilis, TGI Fridays,
+ auto. $8500. Tel: 251-5625.
& Marie Callenders to homes &
businesses. Many SSU student*
’86 DODGE RAM CHARGER 4X4 have enjoyed our flexible & friendiy
8 cyl. Low miles. Grey & Silver w/ work environment. You cal too, Our
dk red interior. Excellent condition. positCns oe pot tirne in the evenings.
$6,800. Gene: 265-3994.
Call this instated seccnd. 369-9401.
Merle Waiter/Waltress: Deliver
from the restaurant to the astomees
home or business. Earn 59-$12/hr
hour. You must be at least 18, have
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY: yew own car, ins. & no mae :hal one
Intramural Sports Director to ding on your DMV. Posititons in the
supervise SJSU student intramural Goartio/Camcbell area or South Sal
sports. Apply by Dec. 9, 1994 in Jose. Cash tips nthtly111369-9401.
the Student Activities office. 408924-5950.
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR is
seeking customer service repreCHILIS CUPERTINO IS HIRING sentatives for our San Jose office.
foodservers. Apply 2 4. M-T.Th.F 20-30 hours a week at $7.00 an
hour. Flexible around student’s
at 20060 Stevens Creek Blvd.
schedule. Duties include cusComp Tech-Set-up, Coed, 8 Sup. tomer service, administration,
sales,
answering phones & light
multimed
Apple/IBM.Compat
Corn. Late Nov/Early Dec. PT/flex. driving. A clean driving record is
Muitimed H/W, Ed S/W & ability rewired. For more nformation. pease
to hacker-proof compter a plus. call Deborah at 408.452-1100.
$12/hr - Andrew 408.9205403.

Phone: 924-3277
HEALTH CW8 COUNTERPERSON
P/T Evenivs & Weekends. Pet nous.
WANTED: Self-motivated, outgoing team player. Will train.
APPLY: Mon.. Fri. 10am . 4pm,
199 E. Middlefield Rd. Mt. View.
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS
Sports minded students to make
1150.4225. weekly, working
17.25 flex hours. 2 jobs available.
(No phone sales or agency)
Call Kristi for info: 249-8446.

VOLUNTEERS

SJSU BUSINESS STUDENTS
Marketing/sales positions now
available. - Send resume
and cover letter by Nov. 27.
Expansion Products Co. P.O. Box
4217 Mountain View, CA 94040.

P/T WORK FOR SJSU STUDENTS
Growing company has immediate
openings with high pay and
flexible hours. Perfect for a
college schedule (10-25 hrs/wk)
* *starting Pay $lo.so* *
No experience is necessary - training will be provided!!!
We also offer internships and
100 corporate scholarships each
year. Call 280-5195.

EARN EXTRA CASH
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 1134 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900, M.F, 8-5pm.
NONWORKERS DESPERATELY
needed. 100’s of companies want
yxi Sart areg(410)selleddressed
stowed envelope to: Q Hang, 2805
Buiee CL Sir Jose, CA 95121
MARKETING ASST. Direct mail,
general office, computers, good
with details. $7.15/ hour. 15-20
hr/wk. Cell 2419173.
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REAL ESTATE
CHARMING CONDO FOR SALE!
2bd./1ba. Easy campus access.
May consider lease option. Call
today! 997-5530. C. Banker.

FOR RENT
OFFICE 4 RENT
Parking. 485 7th
296-8198

FLEXIBLE SHIFTS Telephone
surveys for market research co.
No sales. Days -Eves -Weekends.
$6.00/hour. 408,289-1499.

AUTO FOR SALE

$7.00 TO 1111.00 PER HOUR
with scheduled increases.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full-time or Part-time
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
FULL TRAINING
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
Medical/Dental insurance
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Apply: Mon. Fri. Sam 5prn,
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Nee 101 at Si, Tones Expressway.

ROOM TO ROAM!
Over 1100 sq. ft. of living space
in our huge 2 bedroom condos.
Split master su ites,w/d. a/c &more.
Woodland Meadow
408-441-7600,

GIVE A DAMN? GET A JOBI
Join Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition’s
campaign to protect the Valley’s
failing ground water. Committed
workers needed 5:15-9:30pm for
fundraising/community organizing.
Make a difference while making a MATURE M/F 111011411110kel warted
living. 288.7882. EOE.
to share 2 bOrn house n Wilow Glen
At 12/1 5487/mo + all. 2791514.
SALES- SPORTS
FUN PART TIME JOB
QUIET 2 NW. 2 BA CONDO near
Helping U.S.A. Amateur Athletes
It. rail, IBM, shoppng. Share with
with training opportunities to
sober n/s. Sense of humor reqprepare for international &
uired. $300 + 1/2 PGE. 365-1174.
hopefully, Olympic competitions
5-9 Mon-Fri +10-2 Sat
RECENT SJSU GRAD WANTS
EARN $6.00- S12.00hr
easy going M/F Non-smoker to
Manager 18+w/car
share 2 bdrrn 1 bath in quiet Witlow Glen, near it. rail. $350./mo.
EARN $603 TO $900 MO.
SCOTT (408) 982-9601.
285-8553.

EWLINZ

ACUFACTS, INC.
Security Officers / Patrol Drivers
Full-time / Part-time
Apply: Mon. - Fri., 8am. - Spit.
555D Meridian Ave. San Jose
(408) 286-5880

2 BDRM / 2 BATH. 3 blks off
campus. Includes water, garbage
& cable TV. Laundry and parking
avail. $750./mo. + $600./dep.
No last month. Ask about $200
move-in bonus! Call 295-5256.

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate al firms
offering employment listings
arcoupons for discount
vacations or metalloid I se.
RESUME PREPARATION by
member of Prof. Assn. Resume
Writers. Reasonable rates.
Cochrell’s Professional Resumes.
(408) 356.2874.
WRITING HELP. Professional
editing, rewriting, proofing, ghostwriting. Letters, reports, books,
essays, theses, articles, etc. For
more info please call Dave Bolick.
510-601-9554. VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Accepting New Drivers
Good Student Discount: 25%
Good Driver Discount: 20%
Other Discounts Available
Other Insurance Available
Call SHIRLEY (4081267.6067
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
SJSU STUDENT INSURANCE
No one can hang with our rates.
Call the others first.
OR
Save Time & Money
and Call Us Now!
4C6.2466644 ask for Randy,
or page 408,9518003 anytime!
‘Can’t get away? I’ll go to you!
1550.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
ASTORIA MANCE BROKERAGE
Auto, Jet Slim. Motorcycle,
Boat, Home owners Insurance.
"Alumni" serving "Students"
...Talk to me. I’ll help you.
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic?
Call me, (Don) 408.2476734.
Open on Sat/Sun with app. onM

AUTO INSURANCE
MEN 8 WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
Campus insurance Service
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Special Student Programs
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
Serving SJSU for 20 years
using chemicals. Let us perma"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
nently remove your unwanted hair. "Good Rates for NortGood Drivers"
Back - Chest - Lip Bikini . Chin SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Tummy etc. Students & faculty "Good Student" "Family Multicar"
ROOMMATES
receive 15% discount. First appt.
CALL TODAY 296-5270
SJSU STUDENT wants female to 1/2 price if made before Dec. 31,
FREE QUOTE
share 2 txtm./1 ba 1/2 block from 1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
NO HASSLE
SJ S U. Chkr S325 ma Share util. Avail 621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
NO OBUGATION
now. Cal Christine 408.947-8756. Campbell . (408)379-3500.
Also open Saturdays 9-2,

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENDANT/TRAINER for disabled.
Cook, clean, heavy lifting. Valid C.
required. Graveyard 10 pit to 8 371,
Erd part-time. 265-1229.

GREAT VALUE!
A comfortable home at a
reasonable rate. Studios.
1 bdrms. and 2 bdrms.
Available now. Call
TIMBERWOOD APTS.
408.578-6800.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $20./hr. Day/Eve. 1 or 2 2 BedrcanApnlmort S750/mo.
week classes. (415) 968-9933. Security type building
International Bartenders School.
Secure Parking
Close In
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST. Join Modem Building
Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition’s
Free Basic Cable service
campaign to protect ground water Laundry Room
and promote green technology. Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
Committed workers needed 1:30 (408) 295-6893.
10:00 for fundraising/organizing.
Make a difference while making a SORORITIES / FRATERNITIES
Icing. 288.7882. EOE.
House for rent 1/1/95. Parking.
8 bdrm, 5 bath, storage, TV rm,
$1500 WEEKLY possible,
meet rm. S. Sixth St. 253.2449.
mailing our circulars!
For info call 202-298-8933.

CAMPUS CLUBS

EMPLOYMENT

The emirate was part of Iraq
under the Ottoman Empire,
which collapsed at the end of
World War I. The British, who
took over that region, gave
Kuwait independence in 1961,
and the border had been in dispute since.

MARKETING
Environmental/tWtntion Co. seeking
outgoing individuals with outstanding leadership abilities. PT/FT, will
train. Telecommunication positions
also available reselling surplus
digital long distance service of top
long distance carriers. PT/FT, will
train. Call Mark 408-7336933.

RENTAL HOUSING

SERVICES
GENERAL/TECHINICAL
Research/EdIting/Proofreading
Write Now, (408)738-0436.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
(415) 525-0505...ask for Daniel.

Student Voice Mall 67. Month*
No more missed messages!
Rent your own private, passwordprotected voice mall box
(3 month minimum). Pager
notification and group boxes
available. Call today for free
recorded message. 24 hour
access. 408-261-9880.
FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
Student Discounts.
Big-O-Tires, 2336 El Camino
Real, Santa Clara.
Mon Fri: 8 to 5:30. Sat: 9 to4.
261-4430.

ENHANCE YOUR PERFORMANCE
Are you tired of neck pain.
headaches and low back pain
from long hours of studying?
Come see Dr. Galls for a
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST is Free Spinal Exam. 408.998-4480
now accepting students wishing Bascom / 280.
to excel in Guitar or Bass.
Beginning, Intermediate. and
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Advanced welcome. All styles
Unwanted hair removed forever.
including: Rock, Jazz, Blues,
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
Funk, Reggae, Fusion, and
Folk. Call 408-2986124.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
AFFORDABLE
LEGAL CLINIC
50% DISCO
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Attorneys & Paralegals
Immigration &Traffic Problems
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
*Divorce & Bankruptcy
Personal Injury
Expires Dec. 31st. 1994.
All Legal Matters
408.3793500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
(4081286-8087
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
Campbell, CA 95008.

TRAVEL

SJSU SKI & SNOWBOARD CLUB
94-95. Whistler Canada - January
8-13. Air, 5 nights &lift passes:
$449. Also discounts at local
stores and discount Tahoe tickets.
Ski Club has planned trips to
Tahoe, parties. gatherings & more.
For info call Mark at 924-8225.

780 S. 13.7ii STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba. 57454795/ mo.
Responsive management. Walk or
ride bike to school. Very clean,
STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES
roomy & remodeled. Security type
Lowest Air Fares Available
bldg. Quiet with good neighbors.
Call for Quotes
Laundry facilities. Cable T.V.
We Deliver
Ample parking. We take advance P/T RESEARCH ASSISTANT Western Union Money Transfer
deposits. Call 288-9157.
Available. Broad Academic United Express Travel Agency
background in Social Science. (4061279-2101.
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT. Proficient on Mac. General
in landmark bldg. Huge windows. knowledge of library databases
miniblinds, new appliances and bibliography materials.
ENTERTAINMENT
incl. D.W. & disposal. A/C. Excellent References. Call:
Neutral carpet, intercom entry, (415) 327.4609.
MISS YOUR SOAP?
gated covered parking, laundry
Call the Soap Hotline at
room.Great views! 1 bik from WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING.
1-9002260906 ext. 319.
campus. 2 persons OK. Rent from Versatile, expert staff. Fast
Must be 18. $1.98/min. Max 2
$650. Aspen Vintage Tower turnaround, free fax delivery.
min/3.96. Touch Tone required.
297-4705.
Long experience helping ESL
students. Call 800-777-7901.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

HEALTH/BEAUTY
ARE YOU A PRISONER OF PAIN?
Break out of the prison of pain.
Free yourself to once again do the
things you have always enjoyed.
Feel better emotionally& physically.
Quick and affordable. drugless
pain relief. Call (408) 374-4960
Pain Relief Center for free 16 page
booklet on chronic pain.

TYPING
FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSE!
Accuracy is my specialty. Fast turn
around. Resumes, student papers,
correspondence. Worked with SJSU
students for 15 years. Located 10
minutes from campus. Reasonable
rates. Satisfaction Guaranteed!!!
Ajob well done always. Call Jane
14081937-0373 anytime!

WORD PROCESSING
CALL MARCIA 266-9448
for Word Processing Services
Edit & Format Specialist for
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
APA Turablan MLA
Grammar, Punch., Phrasing
Tables. Graphs. & Charts.
Will also edit disks.
600 dpi Laser Printing
Resumes/Cover Letters
International Students Waxen
10 minutes from campus!

.OR
F ..A770NAL
N
/ AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

EOHETIFILJDO H LOOM HOEHLJrn
LLOMFDFULIEH LIEFILJHEMHEOMELJEE
=onnrinnHnnHu OLOHEOMELJDOOODO
nac I IIHHLEinnur- EnlinunnoponpuEnL
Name

Ad Ratios: 3-line minimum
Two
Ono
Day
Days
$5
$7
3 lima
$S
$8
4 Naos
linos
$7
$9
$10
$S
linos
$1 for each additional line

Throe
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Days
ZIP COde
ry&Slae
$13
$14
$16 Ph"(
$16
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Clascdflede
After the Nth day, rate Increases by $1 per day. Sin Joss State U1
San Jose, CA 951/7141
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge.
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
Classified desk is located in Dwght Bente’ Hail, Room 209
IR Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
All ads are prepaid III No refunds on cancelled ads
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 lines: $90
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
15-19 lines: $110
QUESTIONS? CALL (40S) 9014277

Please

check

one classification:
_Rer.rai Hc,s,,
_Campus Cu0s
Greek Messages* _Roommates.
_Real Estate
_Events.
_Announcements’ _Services
_Lost and Found" _HealthA3eauty
_Vounteers
_Ride Share*
_Insurance
For Sale’
_Autos For Sale* _Entertanmer t
_Travel
_Electronics’
_Tutonng
_Wanted*
_Employment
_Word Processing
_Scholarsnips
_OPPOrtunties

available for these classifications.$5.00 for .3 Ilne ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
BH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to thc campus community.
Seeds’ student rates

FAX: 924-3282

CALL ANNA AT 972-4992
for dependable, professional
wordprocessing. Theses, term
papers, resumes, group
projects, etc. Transcription
Free spelling & grammatical
editing. Free storage. Fax
machine. One-day turnaround
onmostwork.8amto7pm.
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+
Term papers Group projects
Thesis Letters *Applications
ResLmes .Tape transcnption. Sc
Nursing/Math/Science/English.
Laser printer. Days & evenings,
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5658.
I HATE
TO TYPEI
If this got your attention, give your
self a break. Let me do it for you!
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Cash only. Call Julie 445-0707.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers/
theses our specialty. Laser
printing. Free spell check and
storage. APA. Turabian and other
formats. Resumes, editing.
graphics and other services
available. Masterson’s Word
Processing. Call Paul or Virginia
408-251-0449
20116 PROFESSIONAL Esperterum.
Typing & transcription for ALL your
needs including COLOR. Copying,
binding & FAX available. Pick up
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Timeliness & satisfaction
guaranteed. Tutoring available
in some subjects. Contact Candi
at (408)3696614.

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, letters, etc.
All formats. especially APA.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available.
NOT JUST WORD PROCESSING Almaden / Branham area.
Turabian, Chicago, etc. Call Linda (4081 264-4504.
Resumes, cover letters, term
pacers, theses, and much more.
Word and FrameMaker - can
SCHOLARSHIPS
impart, convert &edit diskettes.
Illustration and graphics. COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS
We are professional writers/ available. Recorded message
editors with scientific and gives details. 510-490-2685 ext
liberal arts backgrounds. We’ll 112. ’Shadowhawk Enterprises"
listen to you, and we meet
deadlines. Two blocks from
MONEY FOR COLLEGEIII
campus. Japanese services Money is waiting for you nght now
available. Call Brian or frail Private Scholarships. Grants
Wallace at 408.294.5964.
and Fellowships. No Financial
Need and No (WA minimum.
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
For FREE literature and
Professional Word Processing!
application package.
Theses. Term Papers, Nursing 8,
CALL NOW! 408.292-2400
leave name, address. phone.
Group Projects, Resumes.
Letters, Manuscripts. etc.
WordPerfect 5.1, HP Laser II. All $11 BILLIONS available for your
formats, specializing in APA. education, all students qualify!
Spelling, punctuation and Free message (800) 666-GRAD.
grammatical editing. Free disc
storage. All work guaranteed! ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES!
Worry free. *peed**, and prom pt Learn how to find little known
service. To avoid disappointment, grants and scholarships on
call now to reserve your time! your own or by using a low
Call PAM 2472681 18e weipi Rut cost matching service. Call
Save Additional 10%Per Referral! 1-900443-1145 Ext. # 153. Cost
$1.95 per minute / 5 minute call.
HAYWARDFREMONTUMON CITY Must be 18 or older. Infoservice.
Wordprocessing and typing; Los Angeles. CA.
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA.
CLASSIFIED
MLA, and Turabian formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround: Special Student Rate
WP 5.1. Laser printer. Call me
3 UNES -3 DAYS: $5
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
Check it out!
Suzanne Scott 510/441.0504.

1
answers will appear in the next issue.
ACROSS
1 Tendency
6 Dole out
10 Stuck-up person
14 Harshness
15 Greek god of
love
16 Rabbit’s cousin
17 Make up (for)
18 Pinches
19 Cartoon bear
20 Ruler
22 Chess piece
23 On the briny
24 Snoozing
28 Wood residue
31 Slippery fish
32 Kind of exam
33 Takes it easy
35 Lures
39 Singer Fitzgerald
40 The ones there
42 Elbow grease
43 Chef’s creation.
perhaps
45 Actor Greene
46 Article
47 Mai - cocktail
49 Kittens cry
50 Trespass
53 Sooner St
55 Apron top
56 Unattached
61 Bench
63 Curved lines
64 Stevie Wonder’s
instrument
65 Beige
66 18 -wheeler
67 Actor Alan 68 Cozy dwelling
69 Ship’s bottom
70 Legal
documents
DOWN
Sturdy cart
2 Girl in a Beatles

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MUM MUROM UOMO
011014 UMORO MMMO
MMUM UUMOM &IMMO
UMOMOOMIA UUMMOM
DUO MOMMQ
MMMUUMO UUMMOU0
13000111 NOMM COMO
MOO OUMMUMM IMO
GOMM UOMM MOOR@
OMOMFAMO MUUMMOM
MUMMM MOM
MECUM OOMMUMMO
OMMU NUMMI OMUM
MMOO ROUUM MOOD
MOM DORM MOM
0no+io-kikkirvi.ki,esvik.cm+
song
3 Composer
Stravinsky
4 Actress Jane 5 Ringlets
6 Lowly (work)
7 Singer Clapton
8 Buns
9 Hairpin curve
10 Meek
11 Singer -Judd
12 Church
instrument
13 Creature
21 Golfer’s peg
25 - Johnson of
"Laugh -In’
26 Golf score
27 Greek
philosopher
28 Actor Baldwin
29 Without
accompaniment
30 Angelic
emana ion
34 Hindu ascetic

35
36
37
38
40
41
44
45
47
48
50
51
52
54
57
58
59
60
62
63

Perfect
Crocus bulb
Pitchfork part
Killed
- the line
obeyed
All over but the
shouting slang
Unit of heat
Floating leaf
Throat part
Breeder s qrp
"Peer Gynt’
author
Siblings child
Ski lifts
Burning
Highest point
Garden tool
Oklahoma town
Ages
Well-known
pharaoh
Inquire

=MEM MEM WOMEN
MEM= MOM NM
MEM NEU NM
MIIMEMEMME
ME= UNMEMME
MOM MEM NM
=MUM
MEMIMMEN
NM MEM ME
=EMMEN
MMEMM
NM MEM MEM
EMMEMMIll MIME
RIM MIIIMIIII1
NM= MEM MEM
11M dMIIIM MEM
A
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Man collapses
on campus
A man collapsed on
Seventh and San
Fernando streets after
cutting his wrists and leg
He was aided by San
Jose paramedics and
taken to Valley Medical
Center Thursday afternoon
University Police Officer
Marianne Derbyshire,
who was on the Scene,
said the man appeared to
be under the influence of
alcohol.
According to UPD, the
man called for help from
a blue light phone.
The man, whose name
was not released, had
several vertical wounds
on his wrists, including
one several inches long.
Derbyshire also noticed
several scars on his
wrists.

CHRIS GONZALES
SPARTAN DAILY

Bicycle: Bike access on San Carlos Scheller: Building gets reprieve
From page I
request to the board to place
the bicycle access issue for a
ballot referendum after he conducted a petition drive which
produced 500 valid signatures.
Charell said Jo-Ann Collins,
bicycle coordinator for the City
of San Jose, has been invited to
work as a liaison between the
university and the community.
"We will hope a restriction of
any sort will not be needed,"
Charell said.
Curtis, a senior art major.
said he gave his consent to the
agreement after two sentences
were removed from the original
accord.
Curtis said he did not agree
to the wording: "tentative plan

The agreement is
signed in good
faith, and I hope the
administration will
follow through to
the satisfaction and
interest of the
students.’
Terence Curds
senior art major

to have a marked bicycle path
on the emergency access," and
"there may have to be limitations on the hours of bicycle

usage."
"I did not find the word ’tentative’ to be stable. I also
believed placing restrictive
hours of bicycle usage would be
like denying access during
those hours," Curtis said.
Curtis said he preferred other
methods of limitations, such as
the requirement of lights, the
placement of signs indicating to
walk bicycles instead of implementing restrictive hours.
"I am satisfied with the action
taken by the university administration," Curtis said.
"The agreement is signed in
good faith, and I hope the
administration
will
follow
through to the satisfaction and
interest of the students."

Nuclear: SJSU’s secret laboratory
From page 1
nuclear science program can
serve as radiation safety officers in businesses that use
like
radioactive materials
medical research firms and
medical schools, who use different types of radioactive chemicals.
Because of the lab, SJSU is
one of the few universities
which offers undergraduate and
graduate programs in nuclear
science. McElroy said undergraduates can major in e.ther
chemistry or physics with a
concentration in nuclear and
radiochemistry. Graduate students can pursue a master’s
degree in one of the nation’s
largest programs for institutional radiation safety.
"What we teach our students
is at national standards or
science
beyond,"
nuclear
Director Peter Englert said.
Englert said SJSU’s radiochemistry lab hosts an intensive,
prestigious summer school program that only accepts a handful of students from around the
country.
"Selected students come here
to learn nuclear science," he
said.
"That puts us on equal level
Berkeley and other
with

schools. You can’t say that easily with respect to many other
programs that we have here."
McElroy said 26 graduate stu-

’People think
they’re going to die
as soon as they
come in here. But
it’s just like
anything else.
Driving a car is
dangerous too.’
Tony Beverding
nuclear science

graduate student

dents and 10 undergraduates
are currently enrolled in the
nuclear science program. A
"psychological aspect" might
account for the low numbers,
Englert said.
"Everything nuclear seems to
be something people try to stay
away from," he said.
Second-year graduate student
Tony Beverding agreed.
"People think they’re going to
die as soon as they come in
here," Beverding said.
"But it’s just like anything

else. Driving a car is dangerous too."
Beverding said he was scared
when he took his first class as
an undergraduate, but his fear
was because he did not have
enough
knowledge
about
nuclear science in general.
"Enough
safeguards
are
taken, so there’s no threat,"
Beverding said.
McElroy, who is in charge of
safety in the lab facility, said
even an accident would have no
effect on the students because
of the small amounts of radioactivity used in the lab.
When working on experiments, the only protection students use is gloves to keep the
chemicals from splashing on
them.
The lab is equipped with
built-in air samplers round
fixtures that resemble ceiling
sprinklers which monitor the
concentration of radiation in
the air. McElroy said the samplers have only picked up normal levels of naturally occurring
radiation called radons.
"We’re just working with Petri
dishes and test tubes," McElroy
said. "We try to slow students
down for a reality check so they
can see that radiation can be
handled safely."

Health: Forum offers workshops
From page 1
SJSU, will run a workshop discussing the problems of two different cultures: Latina women
and that of the health care
system.
topics
workshop
Other
include "Your Future in the
Health Care Industry," "Plain
Talk About Sexuality" and
"Staying Well and Living
Longer."
The 90-minute workshops will
be held in two sessions.
Registrants can select two out

of the eight to attend.
Marrero,
Santalynda
Dr.
scheduled to begin the conference, will be the forum’s guest
speaker.
Entertainment provided by
Maiko, a poetry and drums
ensemble, as well as a resource
fair, which will provide pertinent information from various
service agencies, will conclude
the workshop in the afternoon.
Women’s
Hispanic
The
Council of Northern California,
Inc. is an organization of proles-

slonal Hispanic women whose
goal Is to improve the status of
Hispanic women through education, career and leadership
development activities, and to
empower them to fully participate and contribute to the
social, economic and cultural
structure of the region.
Saturday’s forum is HWC’s
fourth conference In less than
two years.
Advance reservation fee is
$20 for adults and $5 for students ages 12 to 18. A con-

From page 1
restraining orders. "They (university officials) want to get rid
of it (Scheller house)."
The university will not suffer
irreparable harm if it waits 60
days to demolish the house,
Fogel said. However, after 60
days, construction workers will
be pouring concrete and planting trees which would make it
much more costly for the university to demolish the structure, Fogel said.
The hearing began inside
Scheller house so Fogel could
see the building and evaluate
the logistics of moving or
demolishing It during the current San Carlos construction.
"It’s much more than a fixerupper," Fogel said. "It’s a major
project."
Several windows are without
glass. Preservation Action
worried
members
Council
about rain blowing in, the roof
leaking and possible storm
damage.
"It was dry as a bone inside,"
said Alan Freeman, director of
space management at SJSU.
Tom Simon, spokesman for
Action
Preservation
the
Council, was pleased with what
he saw inside the house.
"It looked pretty good. The
floors are in good condition.
It’s nice and solid," he said.

"The attic was dry. There was
one spot of water damage but it
was from an old leak. What a
beautiful house for its day. It
won’t take much to bring it
back. My house is that vintage."
After touring the building,
Fogel reconvened the hearing at
the court house.
Reactions to the injunction
varied.
The attorney for SJSU, Tom
O’Donnell said, "San Jose State
continues to lose by this kind of
delay."
"I’m pleased," said Simon.
"There’s a lot of work ahead.
We’ll look harder and further
for alternatives," he said.
Jack Douglas, university

archivist, said he was somewhat hopeful. "It gives some
time to resolve this. We won’t
see the bulldozers for another
couple of months," he said.
"This is pretty much what we
expected," said Janet Redding,
SJSU director of university
advancement. "Clearly the
judge doesn’t want to do anything irreparable. You can’t
fault him for that."
The university would be
thrilled to save the house, Alan
Freeman said. "But I’m not optimistic that in 60 more days
something miraculous will happen."
The injunction expires Friday,
Jan. 13, 1995.

Come Raise A Glass After Class
DOWNTOWN’S FRIENDLIEST PUB
sr’ LIVE BANDS
4 Tonight

RED PLANET

4 Saturday
COOL SENSE
4 Bands start at 9:30pm

coSs4

Happy Hour: Mon-Fri 4-7pm

/eta AA et ktrrsaurt

31 E Santa Clara Street, Downtown San Jose 293-1118
Between 1st and 2nd Street
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THE ROSEMARYS

VARIOUS ARTIST

11.99 CD 7.99 CS

11.99 CD 7.99 CS

PORTISHEAD

THE MIGHTY BOSSTONES

JACKOPIERCE

BOBBY WOMACK
boat ’so otk

P0E1199140

DUMMY
11.99 CD 7.99 CS

11.99 CD 7.99 CS

9.99 CD 5.99 CS

11.99 CD 7.99 CS

SALE ENDS

OPEN SAM TO MIDNIGHT EVERYDAY! MAIL ORDER: 1-800-649-4844 (9AM-9PM E.S.T.)
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